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ABSTRACT An enduring focus on African American chattel slavery, the U.S. Civil War, and sharecropping

in the South has failed to collectively address the varieties of unfree labor and their abolitions in the trans-

Mississippi western United States. By exploring systems of servitude and their termination in California

and the wider Pacific World, this essay reframes the Age of Abolition. It describes the rise and fall of labor

regimes that bound California Indians, African Americans, Chileans, and Chinese women. Citing Chinese-,

English-, and Spanish-language sources from a variety of archives and libraries, this article expands the

chronology, geography, and actors of the Age of Abolition. Finally, it suggests trajectories for rethinking
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study times and places where many Pacific peoples coalesced. Since the nineteenth cen-

tury, California has been a key node of multiple unfree-labor circuits.4

Several scholars have blazed trails by studying unfree labor in the western United

States, providing helpful signposts for understanding Pacific World servitude. In 1985,

historian Howard Lamar asserted that an unchallenged scholarly focus on African Amer-

ican slavery had generated “a relative lack of emphasis on other forms of slave, bonded or

contract labour in this country.” Fifteen years later, historian David Brion Davis empha-

sized the importance of looking beyond Atlantic World slavery to create a more compre-

hensive framework for understanding global unfree-labor histories. Davis explained:

“Eventually, the Atlantic Slave System did reach across the Pacific and was partially

replaced by a Pacific labour system that included Hawaii and the Philippines and that

drew on ‘coolie’ labour from India, China, and other parts of Asia.” Despite Lamar’s and

Davis’s clarion calls, scholars have paid comparatively little attention to the complicated,

protracted, and ongoing attempts to abolish unfree labor in the western United States and

the Pacific World. This has occluded our comprehension of servitude both during and

after the Age of Abolition. Studying unfree work in California reveals the transnational

and diverse character of labor regimes in the western United States and the wider Pacific

World. Moreover, this article shows that attempts to terminate unfree labor in California

began with Mexican abolition in 1829, endured beyond the U.S. Civil War (1861–1865),

and continue today.5

Bonded labor arrangements from around the Pacific flourished in Spanish, Russian,

and Mexican California, frequently with official sanction. This continued under U.S. rule.





by force.’” According to labor scholar Richard Steven Street: “Sweeping into interior

villages, they rounded up entire rancherı́as at gunpoint and took hostages—women and

children—to ensure that the men would labour diligently.” In 1841, the Russians aban-

doned their attempts to colonize California, but unfree California Indian labor persisted.11

After achieving independence from Spain in 1821, the Mexican government first

attempted to abolish slavery north of the Rio Grande by banning the practice throughout

its possessions in 1829. This reform proved difficult to enforce. As historian Albert

Hurtado noted, “in the 1840s Indians were practically the sole source of agricultural

labour and whites used every possible means to obtain their services. Slavery, debt peon-

age, and wage labour all had a place in Mexican and Anglo California.” Many of Califor-

nia’s vast cattle ranches depended upon coerced California Indian labor. Eyewitnesses

described these workers as “legally reduced to servitude,” “the bond-men of the country,”





In 1860, California legislators expanded the 1850 act by legalizing the indenture of “any

Indian or Indians.” The act raised the male emancipation age from eighteen to twenty-five,

and that of females from fifteen to twenty-one. Males indentured when “over fourteen and

under twenty years of age” could now be held “until they attained the age of thirty years; if

females, until . . . twenty-five.” Finally, state legislators legalized indenturing minors with-

out the presence of their guardians, facilitating access to Indian child labor. Ultimately, the

bill lowered barriers to the acquisition of involuntary servants and expanded indenture

FIGURE 1. Unknown artist, “Indienne Californienne du Sud 16 ans du prix d’une livre de poudre de chasse

et une bouteille de brandy [sixteen-year-old Southern California Indian female at the price of a pound of

gunpowder and a bottle of brandy],” print on paper: engraving, hand colored, 185?.

Courtesy of Robert B. Honeyman Jr. Collection, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley, California, BANC PIC

1963.002:1305:F-ALB
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FIGURE 4. A Chilean couple in James Mason Hutchings, “The World in California,” Hutchings’ Illustrated

California Magazine 1 (March 1857): 387.

Courtesy of the Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
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FIGURE 5. Robert H. Vance, “[James King of William (1822–1856)],” ca. 1855. James King of William

brought nine Chilean debt peons from Valpara´





C H I N E S E C A P T I V E S E X W O R K E R S

Even as Chileans sailed south, Chinese journeyed east to Jinshan, or Gold Mountain, as

they called the North American West. This double movement severed one Pacific World

circuit of servitude even as another emerged. California became one point in a constella-

tion of diasporic southern Chinese communities, which historian Henry Yu has called the





FIGURE 6. Unknown artist, “A Chinese Slave Girl,” photograph, Jackson Street, San Francisco Chinatown

(?), in Unknown author, “Highbinders & Tong Wars,” The Wave 20 (July–December 1899), 4.

Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, Berkeley, California, xffF850.W186 v. 20:no.30:04
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a host of laws related to the abduction of women, including “for purpose of prostitution”

(Figure 7). In 1913, California voters ratified the Red Light Abatement and Injunction Act,

which outlawed all houses of prostitution and helped suppress sex slavery.64

An array of actors contributed to the decline of captive Chinese sex work in California.

Bound Chinese prostitutes played important roles. According to Pfaelzer, “hundreds of

Chinese women and prostitutes fled from slavery.” Others facilitated their own rescue or

committed suicide. The 1882 Exclusion Act curtailed many human trafficking options for

the tongs, while internecine warfare among these secret societies—especially during the

FIGURE 7. John Endicott Gardner, “Translation of a Bill of Sale Drawn Up in the Guise of a Promissory

Note” (October 1, 1899), in United States Industrial Commission, Reports of the Industrial Commission on

Immigration: Including Testimony, with Review and Digest, and Special Reports . . . (Washington, DC:

Government Printing Office, 1901), vol. 15: 771–772.

Courtesy of U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
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FIGURE 8. Thomas Houseworth, “The Christian Stairway,” featuring “rescued” women at the Chinese

Girl’s Presbyterian Mission Home at 933 Sacramento Street in San Francisco, ca. 1885.

Courtesy of the Oakland Museum of California, Oakland, California
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